OFF THE FLOOR
don’t tell mum, thinking this is how I’m loved. But I
knew I couldn’t count on my mother. It’s like living
with a disease, and how that impacted me, and I
wouldn’t wish it on anyone. It’s why I came kicking
and screaming into the scene, but if someone else
reads it, maybe they will understand why I was the
dog that bit first. I never told anyone in the scene,
but it gave me fire, and gasoline — trying to outrun
the ghost of myself.”
Was jungle more about money than acid house?
“I know this sounds weird, but I’ve never thought
about money. It’s been about the cliché of making
it for money. I got broke, it’s always been for the
creativity. When I was making money, it wasn’t
about that — I expected to be successful from five
years old, but I never thought about business until
after I lost everything, and then I was like, ‘I can’t
fuck around, there has to be brains with this, and
there has to be a plan to it. There is no retirement
plan — why do I make music, what’s the point, is
there a tour?’ But I was so fed up with being ripped
off, that’s when I launched Propa Talent. It was born
out of not being paid, and I wanted control. I lost
control at Sony, and now we’re back full force, me,
no one else. You have to control your own ship. I
like things to be done properly, it’s doing great, I’m
doing new music and that’s all I’ve ever done. I’m
doing proper dubs, vinyl is a great way to stay in
touch. It’s often a lot of work for little reward, but
I’ve got one on Get Hype Recordings with Scrufizzer,
and one with Roni Size out next year on Universal.
It’s all brand-new, with old roots. When you have
lost everything, you do get back to it for the right
reasons. I never expected to have the connections
that are going on right now, but it’s not over until
it’s fricking over, the talent doesn’t go away, and
even if you end up doing it for yourself, it can
only serve you cathartically as a best friend. I’m
not hearing anything new in the States, nothing
musically at all, in the sense of drum & bass. It’s all
EDM, and very behind what’s happening over here.
There’s nothing, that’s why I love being over here,
seeing friends.”
It was the legendary A&R, the late Mick Clark who
signed her to Sony, and previous management that
led her to move to LA. Her book has a foreword
from Mr Reprazent himself, Roni Size, explaining
meeting Rap. “It was the first time I’d met such
a confident and talented female DJ, in this world
dominated by men,” Size says. What this book
continues to prove is that Daniel 'Billy' Bunter is at
the helm of an outstanding independent publishing
company, Music Mondays. He is canonising a new
social history of rave lit with books that are the true
voice of acid house, which broke down the fascism
of hooliganism into a movement of peace, love and
unity in fields.
“[My co-writer] Andrew Woods and I would meet
twice a week — I’ve kept a diary since I was 10, so
it was very easy for me to go back," Rap tells us. "I
thought this doesn’t sound like me when I read the
first draft, so I rewrote it, and by the fourth draft, I
was so sick by it. No one prepares you, and reducing
thousands of pictures down to 250. Andrew did an
amazing job, and Billy has been asking me to do it
for ages.”
There is nothing pastiche about these Music
Mondays books, plus DJ Rap’s starts with a rock
& roll disclaimer — stating memory may have
distorted factual correctness. If that’s not a good
start for a tale…
•Intelligent Woman by DJ Rap with Andrew
Woods is out now on musicmondays.co.uk

LORD IT UP IN THE BAT BUNKER
There’s the point in a DJ career
when it takes off.
“I went over to help manage
Vinyl in Tribeca, where Danny
Tenaglia did Be Yourself, and
Body & Soul was there too,” DJ
Nick, aka Nicholas AshleyCooper, says. “Then I set up
Robots parties with friends in
2004, catching the minimal
electronic and niche German
scene, sometimes with 100
people, sometimes with a lot
more. Kompakt, Minus, labels
like that. It was great to be a
cog in that whole thing. It was
still quite small and intimate,
and building really nicely.”
After a summer DJing at
Chris Liebing’s residencies
at Privilege and Space, life
suddenly became very serious
and grown up for AshleyCooper, who unexpectedly
gained the new moniker of
12th Earl Of Shaftesbury
following a series of family
tragedies. It meant he moved
back to London to manage the
family estate, and although
reticent initially, the estate
included a large family seat in Dorset. Built in
1651, two generations had neglected the large
manor, and Lord Nick’s background in music
and events led to a renovation of the stately
home, and seeing potential in the place for
hosting parties.
The project is documented in a stunning book
on Rizzoli, The Rebirth Of An English Country
House: St Giles House.
“With my history, everyone saw me coming
back from New York, asking: ‘When are the
soundsystems rolling in? When’s the rave
happening?’” Suffering additional trauma
damaging his back, there’s respite that he
found in his own family, he tells DJ Mag. “Life
has its twists and turns, and I had to make a
difficult decision to leave London, and stop
in Dorset,” he says. “I wasn’t expecting to be
in those shoes, so I’ve been switching my life
around, using the place as a venue — we do a
lot of weddings, concerts in the main rooms —
and we’ve tinkered around the edges.”
Obviously Off The Floor’s first question is,
when can we do a festival there? But what
doesn’t make the book is the secret rave
bunker in the old beer cellar. It’s the ideal
place for right honourable rave-ups.
“It’s a small space, professional DJs can use
it, they don’t have to downgrade, and it’s
good for smaller types of events,” AshleyCooper says. “In the basement, you can make
a hell of a noise, and no one knows — we
sleep soundly upstairs. It’s slightly word of
mouth. We’ve spoken about album release
parties, and the mondo*dr awards are quite
a platform, but because it’s small and in our
house, we’re treading lightly. Oz did the
Funktion One install with Audio Feet, he does
a lot of festivals, and lives in Bournemouth,
and John from Wolf Lighting did the lights,
he did Printworks. They’re both local. We

have a license already, we have events, and
for the bigger outdoor festivals, that’s about
engaging communities.
“People are on-side, we do a lot in the
community,” he continues. “Music has
never left me, but I became submersed with
everything else on my plate. I had this space
— knew it was the perfect club space — and
yes, the music was still very much my passion
and I’m still collecting it, and I love listening
to music. People know I still do it. I play out
a handful of times, and do DJ downstairs. It’s
not my career, but I’ve tasted the good times,
and love it.”
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